
 

“Must Do’s” on QUANTUM OF THE SEAS/QUANTUM CLASS SHIPS 

 
- Silent Party...do NOT miss!!!! 
- Consider doing Matinee for Mamma Mia on standby line balcony level....will free up evening time 
- Order the specialty drinks that "go" with each restaurant 
- 11 minute mark watching Starwater smile emoticon  

- Read a book in the Turkish bed in front of the ship’s wake in Two70 
- Get a picture of yourself in the white “Onion Chair” (maybe it's more Garlic Shaped ) opposite the 
iridescent glass sculpture on the way to Two70 
- Have a glass of wine and snacks in Vintages and sack out on a burgundy velvet sofa  

- Do Jamie’s for lunch second last sea day (least busy)  
- Do North Star last day at 9am (zero line up) 
- Don’t miss virtual concert (day four and six) look for it in Cruise Compass 
- Enjoy a rainy sea day in Two70 
- Have breakfast in Two70 
- Bring a 70’s outfit for 70’s party 
- Bring a white outfit for “white party” 
- Eat warm cookies 
- Detox Smoothie in Solarium with extra Kale  
- Reserve Wonderland and ask for a seat far away from Esplanade (quieter) & Let your server choose 
your dinner 
- Bring a highlighter for cruise compass 
- Attend Captain's Corner and watch “Dance in a Box “ on robo-screens 
- Check out Vistarama show on the Two70 screens…just sit and be peaceful. 
- Do Sail away at North Star Bar…..under the bridge is fantastic 
- Get a picture on the Swing in Two70 
- Drink a Tribute in Music Hall 
- Drink a Lava Flow from Sky Bar at the pool 
- Drink a Moscow Mule from Two70 (ginger is hand shredded) 
- Drink a Triple Coconut Mojito from Bolero’s 
- Order Pictures second last day (no wait) 
- Don’t miss Sonic or Starwater 
- Read a book in the huge papasan chairs in Solarium  
- The prosecco at Coastal is very,very good and included in drinks package (tastes like Cliquot...dead 
serious and comes in the most beautiful stem less crystal glass)  
- Don’t get frustrated at the lack of pool servers - just go get your own drink poolside at Sky Bar 
- The skinny vanilla latte at Patisserie is very,very good 
- Take the stairs….even 4 to 14…it’s hard but will keep weight gain down. 
- Drink lots of bottled water to keep swelling to a minimum…the ship’s water still contains salt. 
- Wear Silver or Black and get a formal picture outside Wonderland in the tufted chair 
- All bars are very specific, each has a theme....so don't try to get a martini at wine bar or a frozen 
drink at Two70. Go with the theme. 
- Consider early dinners (like 6pm) so that you can take in all the nightlife. 
- Don't be afraid of standby lines at restaurants (go early) and shows (you will get in) 
-Don't expect Esplanade to be hopping with activity, it's very quiet, unlike other Royal ships as 
everyone is everywhere else. 
- Music Hall goes 'til late for dancing.....hang there in the amazing comfy chairs  
- Speaking of comfy chairs, whoever chose the seating for the ENTIRE ship did a amazing job. So 
much "oh this is my favorite chair or sofa" in every venue.  

 


